Urgent Message from JOEL DEJEAN
LaRouche Independent Candidate for Congress, TX-38 th

“Scrap the Windmills! Light Up the
World with Peaceful Nuclear Power.”
“My name is Joel Dejean. I want to warn the City Council
and the Mayor to avoid the suicide pact known as the Green
New Deal, the Great Reset. Houston, the energy capital of the
world, is in the crosshairs.... If we eliminate natural gas
turbines, coal plants, and nuclear plants, and depend on
windmills, which have an availability of less than 40%; and
solar panels, with an availability of less than 25%—we’ll be
heading for brownouts and blackouts. What we should be
doing is mass producing small modular nuclear reactors, 70200 MW...." Joel Dejean, addressing the Houston City
Council and Mayor Sylvester Turner on February 9, 2021,
five days before the polar vortex descended on Texas,
incapacitating the windmills and causing the death of
hundreds of Texans from hypothermia, carbon monoxide
poisoning and related causes due to the failure of the
electrical grid.
With the Federal Reserve having inflated the U.S. dollar into
near oblivion with mega-trillions in 0% bailouts, and the U.S.
Congress squandering tens of billions to export lethal weapons
for proxy wars against Russia, (and soon, perhaps, China), team
Biden, Chuck Schumer et al, now give us an "An Inflation
Reduction Act"! At the center of this is $370 billion for 'green'
projects. And for Texas? The most insanely wasteful,
expensive and useless boondoggle of them all, two mega wind
farms, larger than the City of Houston, in the Gulf of Mexico,
off the coasts of Galveston, and Port Arthur. These projects, if
completed, would guarantee permanent energy scarcity for our
region. They would suck trillions of dollars from public and
private coffers down a bottomless sinkhole, creating debt
obligations that will never be retired. When the windmills fail,
as they certainly will, under conditions of extreme heat or chill,
or wind conditions too turbulent, or too slow, the costs of
standby electricity will soar. But, be forewarned. These
projects, projected for completion in at least ten years,
may never produce a single watt of electricity! What, then, is
the real intention behind 'Joe Blow's' windmill projects?
There is not a molecule of scientific truth to the oft-repeated
scarey tale about carbon dioxide wrecking global
climate. That CO2 BIG LIE has been refuted by thousands of
credentialed climatologists, weathermen, and physical
scientists more honest and capable than the billionaires,
financial managers and titled royalty who, for decades, have
concocted and financed the anti-scientific 'consensus' regarding
climate change. Their self-image is that of rageful Zeus in the
Aeschylus tragedy 'Prometheus Bound'. Zeus condemns
mankind to darkness, misery and early death, without the

command of fire. The modern 'green' Olympians thunder down
from Davos, Jackson Hole and the City of London that we must
turn out the lights on industrial civilization and accept
increasing poverty and darkness, while paying endless carbon
penalty tributes to the Olympian gods. The productive farmers,
ranchers and energy producers, who sustain human life and
improve upon nature through their labors, are sacrificed on the
altar of 'net zero'. Green finance kills the physical economy
which requires dense energy to thrive and grow, to feed a
speculative cancer which is now consuming its host. Much of
the world sees through the hypocrisy of all this, and is moving
on, even exiting the dollar system altogether.
.
Speaking at an online seminar July 28th, LaRouche
Independent candidate Joel Dejean questioned the folly of the
wind farms in west Texas: "Why has this been pushed? And it's
been pushed by Republicans in the State of Texas -- George W.
Bush, Enron, Rick Perry, Greg Abbott!...Why has this been
promoted and pushed?" Access the webcast video, with
candidate Joel Dejean and Houston meteorologist Dr. Neil
Frank on JoelDejeanforCongress.com.

for Wind turbines: all Canada and contiguous United States
for Solar panels: all of United States, west of the Mississippi
for Nuclear: Queens and Bronx boroughs in New York
Why indeed? Texas' two nuclear power facilities,
Comanche Peaks near Glen Rose and the South Texas Project
in Matagorda, produce between them 3,125 MW of continuous,
clean, reliable energy from complexes covering about 22,000
acres. Wind turbines, contrarily, produce diffuse and highly
interruptible power, dependent on fickle fluctuations of the
weather. For an equivalent energy output, the 7 MW turbines,
generously estimated to deliver 50% of rated capacity, would
require about 900 windmills, spread out over 430 square miles,
on land or sea.

When the wind stops blowing, you will sweat in the summer,
and freeze in the winter, and you will still pay, pay, pay. Why
not scrap the windmill plan and commit Texas to massively
expand peaceful nuclear energy?

means also scientific intelligence, the ability to create, the
ability to generate higher energy-flux densities per capita and
per square kilometer of territory— these are the standards on
which credit is generated.”

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has just approved the
NuScale modular reactor which can be assembled in multiple
units for a fraction of what will be squandered on these
interruptible. There are now 55 nuclear energy projects
underway in the world today -- in China, in Russia, Egypt,
Turkey, the UAE, and more -- but only two in the USA. That
must change. Intense nuclear energy can move mountains,
desalinate water, power the big projects to build our nation and
the world. Feeble wind energy can do none of that.

Against the pagan old monied Olympians, candidate Joel
Dejean is in the solid tradition of Prometheus, who 'stole fire
from the gods' to save mankind from extinction. For decades,
Joel worked with American physical economist Lyndon
LaRouche on advancing the scientific breakthroughs to achieve
commercial thermonuclear fusion, to thereby bring under man's
dominion the power of the stars to improve life on planet
Earth. As an electrical engineer, specializing in infrared
detection and targeting systems, Joel studied directly the
'greenhouse effect', which moderates Earth's climate through
the dispersing of water vapor -- not carbon dioxide! He
dedicates his Congressional campaign to wresting Texas and
the nation free from the anti-human agenda of green fascism.

Estimates are that the Great Gulf Wind Farms will take ten
years to complete before they start cranking out useful
energy. Chuck Schumer's "anti-inflation" farce is generously
offering hundreds of billions in federal honey money to sweeten
the way for private and developers to jump in. But once the
projects commence, the risk is entirely upon the private
developers. Ten years plus, with no return on investment. What
will happen in those ten years?
Inflation will increase and supply chains will shrink. As
surely as the West's anti-Russia sanctions have boomeranged
back to destroy Europe, so will the Federal Reserve's tightening
of credit to "combat inflation" (which it created through 12+
years of market bailouts!) will have the exactly opposite effect.
Delayed job completion, components unavailable, or
worse. The same vulture financiers who denied credit for your
oil and gas projects, and lent only "green", will gladly grab your
assets -- including your carbon assets! -- at the bankruptcy
auction. Ask the farmers and ranchers who are being forced
under by the 'green' takedown of food production. Food
shortages, exorbitant and unreliable energy. The consequence
of all this is DEPOPULATION. That is also the intention.
The green agenda is hastening the demise of the dollar
system itself. When the Franklin Roosevelt coalition
established the regulated Bretton Woods System at the end of
World War II, the USA was the unchallenged industrial
powerhouse of the world. Our mission was to become the
engine of world development after the demise of the old
Empires. After President Nixon killed Bretton Woods in 1971,
decades of 'deregulation'-- of finance, of transportation, of
utilities (thank you, Enron), have looted our industrial core in
exchange for short-term profits. Economist Lyndon LaRouche
forecast Nixon’s action before it occurred, and the killing
consequences spread out over generations. He also charted a
way forward for civilization, and recruited a movement to bring
that positive redirection of civilization to life. How might we
reverse all this, and restore that mission?

Said Joel at the July 28th online forum with Dr. Neil
Frank: "All we have to do is go back to the policies that

built this country. Beside the Apollo program, if you
look at the reaction to the spectacular images coming
from the James Webb telescope, which took 25 years to
put up into space, involved 20,000 scientists and
engineers, fourteen countries, a real collaborative effort
-- it's a spectacular success! If you look at the images
of these galaxies, we have literally trillions of galaxies,
each one with over 100 billion stars, each one of these
stars is a fusion reactor! So, who could say that there is
a limit to growth -- that we just have to live on this small
planet, and just deal with the resources we have
here? We have infinite resources, and the greatest
resource we have is our creative intelligence. So, if you
look at the potential, we have to scrap this whole idea of
renewable energy. It's not net zero -- it's net
negative! We have to continue to use fossil fuels -- gas
turbines, bring back the coal plants. Any transition
must go toward a higher energy flux density -- small
modular nuclear reactors, and eventually, fusion. I
made a proposal about a year and a half ago that one of
the best things the U.S. could do for poor countries like
Haiti is help them transition from charcoal power to
fusion power. That would be the kind of foreign policy
that would win friends all over the world. We can
collaborate with China, with Russia, with India -- all the
nations of the world. Because with two trillion galaxies,
there's no reason to fight over pieces of dirt here on
planet Earth."
JOEL DEJEAN: A Positive Vision for the FUTURE!

Quoting Lyndon LaRouche from a speech in 2012:
"Dump the Green policy, which is presently the greatest
single threat to humanity, that’s a killer! And we have to
understand that it is the increase of man’s intelligence, which
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